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Wilson: Hardy's The Dynasts: Some Problems of Interpretation

Hardy's The Dynasts:
Some Problems of Interpretation
by K. G. WILSON
is a work, interpretation of which has been hampered
by the ambiguities and confusions inherent in the framework upon
T
which its grandiose structure rests. When Hardy claimed that "docHE DYNASTS

trines are but tentative, and are advanced with little eye to a systematized philosophy"! he must have been well aware that the pantheon of
quasi-supernatural commentators, within whose field of vision the vast
panorama unfolds, in itself invited exactly the kind of speculative interpretation of the work's "philosophy" that has so frequently been attempted. The question that has yet to be answered before a satisfactory
appraisal of The Dynasts can be arrived at is whether there is a network
of ideas of sufficient consistency to be called a "philosophy." Only by
confronting that can one come to what is ultimately the more important
question-how satisfactory is the relationship between the "ideas" and
the literary mode of expression that Hardy finds for them.
There are, broadly speaking, two approaches to the framework of
ideas in The Dynasts, and the one has tended to lose favour as the other
has gained ground. The first is the assumption that Hardy posits a universe in which man has absolutely no free will, a universe in which man,
though conscious and therefore capable' of rational and moral speculation, is completely subject in his actions to the vagaries of the Immanent
Will. It would appear from this view that consciousness is merely an
ironic liability which man would be happier without. A convenient
text on this interpretation would be the assumptions behind the poem
"Before Life and After":
A time there was-as one may guess
And as, indeed, earth's testimonies tellBefore the birth of consciousness,
When all went well
But the disease of feeling germed,
And primal rightness took the tinct of wrong;
Ere nescience shall be reaffirmed
How long, how long?2
1. Thomas Hardy, The Dynasts: An Epic-Drama of the Wa,r with Napoleon, in Three
Parts, Nineteen A_cts.1 and One Hundred and Thirty Scenes (London, 1910), p. viii. All
subsequent references are to this, the first single volume edition of the work.
2. The Collected Poems of Thomas Hardy (London, 1968), p. 260.
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The alternative interpretation, which is now by far the more dominant,
qualifies the extent of man's inability to effect action. Armed with the
paean of hope from the final Chorus of The Dynasts, the hope that
eventually consciousness may inform the Will "till It fashion all things
fair!", this interpretation places emphasis on the ability of man to
infiue'nce, within bounds, both his immediate circumstances and, ultimately, the action of the Will itself. The ability of man to improve his
situation within limits, is the explicit burden of the poem "To Sincerity":
-Yet, would men look at true things,
And unilluded view things,
And count to bear undue things,
The real might mend the seeming,
Facts better their foredeeming,
And Life its disesteeming. 3

Some kind of arbitration between the claims of these two extremes
has taken up much of the critical attention that has been paid to The
Dynasts. Hardy's own comments on this basic question of interpretation are found in a letter to Edward Wright:
In a dramatic epic ... some philosophy of life was necessary, and I went on using
that which I had denoted in my previous volumes of verse (and to some extent
prose) as being a generalized form of what the thinking world had gradually
come to adopt, myself included. That the Unconscious Will of the Universe is
growing aware of Itself I believe I may claim as my own idea solely-at which I
arrived by reflecting that what has already taken place in a fraction of the whole
(ie. so much of the world as has become conscious) is likely to take place in
the mass; and there being no Will outside the mass--that is, the Universe-the
whole Will becomes conscious thereby: and ultimately, it is to be hoped, sympathetic. This theory, too, seems to me to settle the question of Free Will v.
Necessity. The will of a man is, ac'cording to it, neither wholly free nor wholly
unfree. When swayed by the Universal Will (which he mostly must be as a
subservient part of it) he is not individually free; but whenever it happens that
all the rest of the Gre'at Will is in equilibrium the minute portion called one
person's will is free, just as a performer's fingers are free to go on playing the
pianoforte of themselves when he talks or thinks of something else and the head
does not rule them. In the first edition of a drama of the extent of The Dynasts
there may be ... accidental discrepancies and oversights, which seem not quite to
harmonize with these principles ...4

The final sentence is not the least important to be borne in mind when
interpreting The Dynasts. For while the statement of intent in this
passage seems fairly explicit, its application to the work itself is frequently anything but. It is by no means obvious what constitutes a point
of equilibrium in the events of The Dynasts; and as a corollary to this
it is very difficult to decide which actions might be intended as a vindication of limited free-will and which are the inevitable, unchangeable
peregrinations of the Immanent Will.
3. Oollected Poems, p. 262.
4. Florence Emily Hardy, The Later Years (London, 1930), pp. 124-125.
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This difficulty seems built into the viewpoint that the Overworld, and
hence the reader, has on the central action, and may well be the result
of one of the "accidental discrepancies and oversights." For human
action in all its possible ramifications, is a part of the one organism"the anatomy of the Immanent Will"-that the Spirit of the Years conjures up to demonstrate the inevitability inherent in any individual action. The final instance of this is at Waterloo when the Spirit of the
Years responds to the Pities's suggestion that Wellington's intention is
shaking:
SPIRIT OF THE YEARS

Know'st not at this stale time
That shaken and unshaken are alike
But demonstrations from the Back of Things?
Must I again reveal It as It ,hauls
The halyards of the world?

A transparency as in earlier scenes again pervades the spectacle and the ubiquitous
urging of the Immanent Will becomes visualized. The web connecting all the
apparently separate shapes includes WELLINGTON in its tissue with the rest, and
shows him, like them, as acting while discovering his intention to act. By the
lurid light the faces of every row, square, group, and column of men, French and
English, wear the expression of those of people in a dream. (III, VII, vii, 505)

Here, as frequently occurs when Years attempts a metaphor for "It," for
the "Back of Things," he talks in terms which beg the question of Its
Immanence and of the possibility of a limited free-will. For the Will to
be Immanent, it has to comprise what Years himself earlier has claimed
for It: It is "A Will that wills above the will of each, / Yet but the will
of all conjunctively" (III, I, v, 344). The Will does not exist except as
an amalgam of wills, so to say that an individual will's action is purely
automatic, but that the director of its automatism is a force partially
comprised of that same individual will, is nonsense. The individual will
can be so acted upon by the wills that surround it as to be radically
changed when bodied forth in action. But to assume that it cannot exist
at all, to assume that men really are "Earth's jackaclocks," is to imply
that either the Will is not Immanent or that the whole concept is meaningless. Some degree of free-will, however limited, would seem a sine
qua non of the Immanent Will. But the difficulty of deciding where it
lies is prodigious, since the only complete overview that the reader has
of the Universe is provided by "Showman Years." Years's interpretations give the appearance of omniscience, but are in fact circuitous
logical paradoxes.
The paradox develops in part from the fact that Years, perhaps unawares, or as a result of a confusion in Hardy's thought, posits two distinct types of the Will. One is a Will which is the amalgamation of the
individual wills, "the will of all conjunctively." The other is a personified "Turner of the Wheel" or "Prime Mover," the one who "hauls I
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The halyards of the World." These two are incompatible but seem to
be used interchangeably in The Dynasts. The incompatibility of the two
conceptions of the Will is encapsulated in the "Will-webs" of the
"Brain" that we have already seen Years conjuring up. The term
"brain" is used on the second occasion on which Years shows the "currents of this all-inhering power": "The scene assumes the preternatural
transparency before mentioned, and there is again beheld as it were the
interior of a brain which seems to manifest the volitions of a Universal
Will, of whose tissues the personages of the action form portion" (I, I,
vi, 36). Here is apparently clearly stated the nature of the Will as
amalgamated wills. But the image picks up an earlier idea that has a
significantly different emphasis. This is Years's description of the transparency when he first invokes it:
These are the Prime Volitions,-fibrils, veins,
Will-tissu.es, nerves, and pulses of the Cause,
That heave throughout the Earth's compositure.
Their sum is like the lobule of a Brain
Evolving always that it wots not of;
A Brain whose whole connotes the Everywhere,
And whose procedure may but be discerned
By phantom eyes like ours; the while unguessed
Of those it stirs, who (even as ye do) dream
Thleir motions free, their orderings supreme. ...
(Fore Scene, 7)

Years has already momentarily lost sight of the fact that "those it stirs"
are simultaneously those who stir it. The tendency to see the Brain
fleetingly as distinct from its parts is already apparent, and it is that
tendency which leads to the complete personification of he who "hauls
the halyards." Indeed, the contradiction is already complete within the
Fore Scene: Years is explaining to the other spirits how they will view
the European turmoil:
Behoves it us to enter scene by scene,
And watch the spectacle of Europe's moves
In her embroil, as they were self-ordained
According to the naive and liberal creed
Of our great-hearted young Compassionates,
Forgetting the Prime Mover of the gear,
As puppet-watchers him who pulls the strings.
(Fore Scene, 6)

In using the simile of the puppet master, Years is implying that the
Will is distinct from what it controls, that It manipulates something
beyond itself, much as a brain manipulates the limbs of a body. But the
Brain is a "whole" which "connotes the Everywhere" and there is
nothing beyond It for It to operate on. In continually expressing his
convictions of inevitability in terms of a manipulator who is separate
from those manipulated, Years is contradicting the very transparency
that he displays as a picture of the working of the Will.
https://digitalcommons.colby.edu/cq/vol12/iss4/5
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This inconsistency in Years's interpretation is frequently fogged by
his powers of prophecy. Because of the historical hind-sight that a past
period gives Hardy, which he translates into the historical foresight of
Years, a convenient impression of inevitability backs up Years's interpretation. Years can justify his statements of inevitable process by the
crudest of "little-do-they-know" techniques, in the fashion of the stage
villain or of the "Showman" he is said to be. His penchant for damning
human plans with a quasi-divine prognostication of imminent disappointment is one of the most repetitive and annoying of his characteristics:
They trow not what is shaping otherwhere
The while they talk thus stoutly!
(I, I, v, 29)

Or he will be allowed to predict cautiously those things which Hardy
looks back on as established fact:
this thwart Parliament whose moods we watch
May figure forth in sharp and salient lines
To retrospective ey.es of afterdays,
And print its legend large on History.
For one cause-if I read the signs arightTo-night's appearance of its Minister
Is near his last ....
(I, I, iii, 26)

But elsewhere he is anxious to deny the possibility of the power which
he himself displays. When Pities wonders if Napoleon has any "hearthints" of his future marriage to Maria Louisa, Years corrects him with,
ttThou dost but guess it / And how should his heart know?" (II, III, ii,
213 ). And he warns Pities to read "visions as conjectures; not as more"
(II, III, iii, 216). Years can thus at times appear very sparing of his
prophetic powers: it seems almost as if Hardy is consciously trying to
keep in check the temptation to indulge in the frissol1 of prophecy fulfilled that his own historical hindsight would make possible.
The fact that Years's predictions for the future are inevitably based
on Hardy's own knowledge of past historical events is in large part responsible for the contradictions in the presentation of the Will. When
Hardy presents The Dynasts as present action but uses historical hindsight to suggest inevitability, the "Will-webs" immediately become a
mechanism imposed after the event and they lose the illusion of being
organic, self-generating channels of action. The result is the strange
mixture of mechanistic and organic images that describe the Will. 5 The
mechanical images seem to be the result of Hardy's historical hindsight:
the organic images seem to reflect his attempt, via Years, to tum this
5. For a perceptive discussion of this see F.R. Southerington, Hardy's Vision of Man
(London, 1971), p. 158.
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hindsight into a presently evolving succession of events. The confusion
of Years's position-his capacity to see men both as puppets and as
organic parts of the Will-is the result of the two views becoming
tangled.
The interpretative overview that Years has of the Will's activity is
thus at best partial. His interpretation of events is fallible and seems
self-contradictory, and this self-contradiction may well be a result of
confusion on Hardy's part in his attempts to find metaphors for the
workings of the Will. But if he cannot absolutely trust the picture
which Years provides, the reader has little basis for making an absolute
statement about the position Hardy seems to be adopting. We see the
Will at work only through Years's intercession, so to doubt Years can
be to doubt the information upon which our own interpretation must be
based.
A convenient example is provided by the interpretations that would
see England as a figure for that part of mankind that opposes the aimless working of the Will, and thus takes a small part in the process that
may lead to the informing of the Will with consciousness. 6 To assume
this one has either to ignore or to reject Years's comments on England,
which specifically show it to be as automatic a part of the Will as any
other. We have already seen Wellington "acting while discovering his
intention to act." Much earlier Years has given his assessment of
English Parliamentary debates:
The ritual of each' party is rehearsed,
Dislod'ging not one vote or prejudice;
The ministers their ministries retain,
And Ins as Ins, and Outs as Outs, remain.
(I, I, iii, 26)

And in the "After Scene" Years's interpretation of the preceding events
remains unqualified:
Thus doth the Great Foresightless mechanz'ze
In blank entrancement now as everlnore
Its ceaseless artistries in Circumstance
Of curious stuff and braid, as just forthshown.
(After Scene, 521)

As has already been shown, Years's view may be fallible. But if we
invoke this fallibility and reject Years's evidence at one point, there
seems doubtful sanction for accepting it at another, which we are constantly invited to do.
6. See, for example, J.O. Bailey, Thornas Hardy and the Oosmic Mind (The University
of North Carolina Press, 1956), PP. 212-213: "When Napoleon is considered a human
analogue of the Will, and those who oppose him types of men opposed to Its worldorder, the historical drama partly illustrates the process by which consciousness may
wake the Mind. Dynasts arise from century to century and enchant the nations. But
also in stolid masses 'The pale pathetic peoples still plod on / Through hoodwinkings
to light!' "
Or F.R. Southerington, HardY'8 Vision of Man, pp. 192-193: "England is, as it were,
the Gabriel Oak of The Dynasts, adjusting, waiting, often injured, but waiting still."
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Though Years's statements may at times appear confused, they are
given tacit authorial support by the absence of any alternative suggestion: it is to Years that Hardy always returns when he wishes to reveal
his postulated overall design for the cosmos. And although Years is
referred to as a Showman, there is never any suggestion that what he is
showing is produced by unreliable sleight of hand. There is however
one area in which Years is unable to exercise judgment:
Mercy I view, not urge:-nor more than mark
What designate your titles Good and Ill.
'Tis not in me to feel with, or against,
These flesh-hinged mannikins Its hand upwinds
To click-clack off Its preadjusted laws;
But only through my centuries to behold
Their aspects, and their movements, and their mould.
(Fore Scene, 4)

In his function as Showman of the Will, Years claims no power of moral
differentiation. This limitation, coupled with the self-confessed inability
to predict absolutely the future, is vital to an understanding not only of
Years's role but of the ambiguity of the whole work. Years, as is stated
in the "Preface," is, like the other Spirits, an "impersonated abstraction."
His more precise nature, and again that of the other Spirits, is touched
on later by the Chorus:
Our incorp,ore,al sense,
Our overseeings, our supernal state,
Our readings Why and Whence,
Are but the flower of Man's intelligence;
And that but an unreckoned incident
0/ the all-urging Will, raptly magnipotent.
(1, VI, viii, 137)

The comments of all the Spirits are expressions in quintessential form
of various human attitudes to existence. Years represents the resigned
acceptance of the workings of a postulated Will, as evidenced in events
which for Hardy were historical. Thus, by the terms upon which The
Dynasts is set up, there can be no free-will; for all events must have the
end which Hardy looks back on and which he chooses to interpret as
inevitable. But Hardy's interpretation is tentative; part of him is Years,
but another part is Pities and it is Pities which allows Hardy to escape
from the absolute statement which the Years side of him tends towards.
Years, whose knowledge is entirely bound up with the present, and
immediate future, of The Dynasts cannot actually refute Pities's hopes
for the future; he can only dismiss them as "hypotheses," and therefore
irrelevant to someone concerned with only the immediate facts of the
Will.
The force in which Pities's hope resides-the informing power of
man's consciousness and conscience-is one which has no meaning for
the amoral Years. The Dynasts's in-built ambiguity rests on these twin
Published by Digital Commons @ Colby, 1976
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aspects of Hardy's attitude to existence-acceptance of the seeming inevitability of past disaster but hope for future improvement.
This discrepancy can be clarified by reference to two external comments of Hardy's. The first is a speculation about history: "Query: Is
not the present quasi-scientific system of writing history mere charlatanism? Events and tendencies are traced as if they were rivers of
voluntary activity, and courses reasoned out from the circumstances in
which natures, religions, or what-not, have found themselves. But are
they not in the main the outcome of passivity-acted upon by unconscious propensity?"7 If The Dynasts is interpreted by these lights, events
occur as they do because men respond passively, and in doing so they
contribute to the workings of the Will. But elsewhere Hardy implies
another possibility. He speaks in optimistic vein to William Archer:
"Ob yes, war is doomed. It is doomed by the gradual growth of the
introspective faculty in mankind-of their power of putting themselves
in another's place.... Not today, nor tomorrow, but in the fulness of
time, war will come to an end, not for moral reasons, but because of its
absurdity."8 Hardy chooses to interpret the events of The Dynasts as a
vindication of the first of these statements. The events of the Napoleonic
period, like all historical events, were "in the main the outcome of passivity" : a convenient representation of the passivity is the working of
the Will. But by the agency of Pities Hardy acknowledges the possible
fulfillment of the second statement.
Given that throughout the main body of The Dynasts we are in
Years's world, where all action is inevitable because for Hardy it is past,
any claims for a free-will based on the exercise of consciousness must
rest on potentiality rather than actual achievement. But what can sometimes be seen is a quality of mind that provides the seeds for Pities's
hopes. One might consider the reactions to the fatal wounding of Nelson at Trafalgar. In response to the information that the French sniper
who has shot him has himself been killed, Nelson expresses regret in
terms that contrast with the brusque, unthinking pride of the officer who
has brought him the news:
That fellow in the mizzen-top, my lord,
Who made it his affair to wing you thus,
We took good care'to settle; and he fell
Like an old rook, smack from his perch, stone dead.
NELSON

'Twas not worth while!-He was, no doubt, a man
Who in simplicity and sheer good faith
Strove but to serve his country. Rest be to him!
7. Florence Emily Hardy, The Early Life (London, 1928), pp. 219-220.
8. William Archer, "Real Conversations: Conversation I.-With Mr. Thomas Hardy,"

Critic, XXXVIII (April, 1901), p. 317. Hardy would presumably later have rejected
this claim, just as, had he written The Dynasts after the Treaty of Versailles " ... he
would probably not have ended The Dynasts as he did ..." Later Years, p. 165.
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And may his wife, his friends, his little ones,
If such he had, be tided through their loss,
And soothed amid the sorrow brought by me.
(I, V, iv, 95)

The passage is an expression in a pessimistic context of the optimistic
position we have seen Hardy adopting elsewhere: "war is doomed ...
by the gradual growth of the introspective faculty in mankind-of their
power of putting themselves in another's place." Nelson's reaction is
not merely sympathetic but ultimately, for all its extreme selflessness,
rational. Nelson's consciousness cannot effect the immediate events of
The Dynasts: the French marine is dead, and Years would say that this
is in obedience to the Will. But the fact that Nelson reacts as he does
is a point for Pities.
Another instance is Fox's horrified rejection of Grevilliere's offer to
assassinate Napoleon. The impression is of a man of honour faced by
an amoral opportunist:
Sir, your unconscienced hardihood confounds me,
And your mind's measure of my character
Insults it sorely. By your late-sent lines
Of specious import, by your bland address,
I have been led to prattle hopefully
With a cut-throat confessed!
(II, I, i, 146)

But the language that the cut-throat uses in reply does not support that
interpretation of his character:
How you may handle me concerns me little.
The project will as roundly ripe itself
Without as with me. Trusty souls remain,
Though my far bones bleach white on austral shores!I thank you for the audience. Long ere this
I might have reft your life! Ay, notice here(He produces a dagger; which is snatched from him.)
They need not have done that! Even had you risen
To wrestle with, insult, strike, pinion me,
It would have lain unused. In hands like mine
And my allies', the man of peace is safe,
Treat as he may our corporal tenement
In his misreading of a moral code.
(II, I, i, 147)

That Grevilliere may have been the one to read the moral code correctly is a possibility that is left open. The eventual declaration of
Vienna, issued after Napoleon's escape from Elba, turns the luckless
Grevilliere's plan into allied policy: Napoleon is declared an outlaw, and
"anybody may take his life in any way, fair or foul, and no questions
asked" (III, V, vi, 451). This is the kind of unresolvable quandary that
human consciousness finds itself in when it is playing out a part in a
Published by Digital Commons @ Colby, 1976
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process which is historically inevitable. But again, the very attempt to
grapple with "a moral code," meaningless as such a guide is to Years,
is itself a partial vindication of Pities's hopes. Pities's hopes are not
merely an afterthought: they are implicit in every example of men trying to make a decision on rational and moral grounds. But they fail to
be significant in the action of The Dynasts because of the basic premise
which Hardy adopts.
It is now possible to see more clearly the relationship between the
"philosophy" and the literary work, to see why there has been a still
unresolved debate about the implications of The Dynasts. As an embodiment of a "philosophy" The Dynasts stops halfway; it is concerned
only with action that demonstrates as Unconscious Will, not with the
process-implied in the "philosophy" but peripheral to the action of the
drama-by which the Will becomes conscious. There is a sense in which
the overall "philosophy" may be optimistic but the work of literature
remains pervaded by despair. To say, quite rightly, that there are
grounds for Pities's hopes is not to say that the drama is optimistic;
merely that the "philosophy" which is partially demonstrated by the
drama may be. The distinction is very important since it is only by
asserting the distinctness of the "philosophy" and the drama that one
can explain the divided critical reaction to the work. The two opposed
reactions to The Dynasts noted earlier are opposed because one is a
reaction to the dominant mood of the work of literature, the other a
reaction to those implications of the philosophy which point beyond the
immediate created dramatic world.
Carleton University
Ottawa, Canada
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